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In summary: 
Corporate capital spending has disappointed this year and is likely to have 
contracted in the UK, eurozone and Japan. Despite the strength of profits 
and cash flow, business capital expenditure (capex) has also disappointed 
in the US and there are concerns that the recent shutdown in Washington 
will cause firms to pull back on capital spending once more. Uncertainty 
about demand may well be a key factor holding back capex, but firms may 
also be deterred by shareholder reaction to their spending plans. 

Companies who have relatively low capex have outperformed those with high capex. Those who return cash to 
shareholders either through buybacks or dividends have been rewarded with outperformance. Shareholders may 
be to blame, but we would see this as one of the downside consequences of quantitative easing (QE) as low 
bond yields have forced investors to seek income elsewhere. As a consequence, companies are increasingly 
being run for cash, an outcome which may suit shareholders today, but is likely to come at the expense of 
weaker productivity and growth tomorrow.  

 
Leading indicators suggest that not only has core Europe continued to expand activity at a steady pace, but that 
peripheral Europe may be on the verge of resuming growth. Greece is making great progress in fixing its public 
balance sheet, and if growth does resume in the near future, there will be a tailwind to boot. Overall, Europe is 
recovering in a quiet and timid fashion. Considerable challenges remain including the uncertainty from the 
European Central Bank’s (ECB) banking reforms. Nevertheless, a resumption of growth will aid the healing 
process for the region as a whole. 
 
China’s ‘credit crunch’ is probably not a repeat of June’s drama, but its export weakness may have some 
foundation. Across emerging markets (EM), the export recovery is very much trade partner dependent. 
 

Are shareholders stifling business investment?  
 
Last year, there was a strong consensus that capex would contribute to global growth in 2013. However, as the 
year evolved it became clear that investment would disappoint such that it is now expected to drag on growth in 
the eurozone, UK and Japan. The downgrades to capex spend have been across all regions and have been one 
reason for the cut in general growth expectations.  
 

A case of déjà-vu? 
One factor believed to have caused the weakness in capex this year was the standoff in Washington earlier in 
the period over the fiscal cliff, and uncertainty about demand is one of the principal reasons given by firms for 
holding off on capex. The recent government shutdown and concerns that a dispute over the debt ceiling could 
resurface again in the New Year will only encourage a further delay to firms’ investment plans.  
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Shareholders are rewarding dividends, not capex 
Corporate cash flow has been strong in the US, Europe and Asia for some time as companies have used the 
recovery in profits to build up their financial resources. However, recent figures from the US show that we are 
now seeing a reduction in the rate of cash flow growth on corporate balance sheets. According to the flow of 
funds figures for the US non-financial sector, the reduction in the corporate cash surplus has been driven by an 
increase in dividends which have outpaced the rise in profits. Essentially, companies are choosing to reward 
their shareholders by returning cash rather than by investing funds back into their business and investors are 
choosing to reward these companies: quoted companies with low capital expenditure relative to depreciation 
have significantly outperformed those with higher rates of capex to depreciation. Underlying the preference for 
cash-returning firms has been the very low level of interest rates and bond yields available to investors as a 
result of QE, which has prompted shareholders to look to companies as an alternate source of income. 
 
Whilst such corporate actions are beneficial to shareholders, they are less positive for the economy when they 
come at the cost of capital investment. Lower capex has the potential to reduce the productive potential of the 
economy which could easily result in capacity constraints and a pick-up in inflation. From this perspective the 
shareholder focus on dividends might well backfire as growth will turn out weaker and rising inflation will push 
interest rates higher. If investors want more risk averse companies, they must also accept a less dynamic 
economy.  
 

The quiet recovery in Europe  

 

Despite all of the outstanding structural issues, the European recovery appears to be on track. The purchasing 
managers indices’ macro composite readings have been rising across Europe, with most of them now close to or 
above the neutral 50 mark. The reported rise in activity is a good indication that Europe is slowly emerging from 
recession. 
 
A major drag on eurozone growth over the past two years has been the collapse in investment:  investment in 
the eurozone in aggregate is down about 20% since the start of 2008, while even the engine of European 
growth, Germany, has not seen a recovery in the level of total investment. The weakness in investment 
highlights the headwinds eurozone member states face. However, the asset quality review and stress tests that 
the ECB is planning to undertake next year  are likely to prompt banks to restrict lending practices, at least until 
they have been given the ‘all clear’ from the ECB. This may be a year or so away, which makes a sharp rebound 
in lending and therefore activity very unlikely. 

 
Greek comeback 
One member state in particular that is making a quiet comeback is Greece. After years of austerity and economic 
depression, there are tentative signs that the Hellenic Republic is stabilising and may be on the verge of growing 
again. Lately, the European Commission’s survey of economic sentiment, historically a useful indicator of 
activity, has been showing a considerable improvement and despite remaining below its long-run average, it is 
now very close to the levels recorded for the eurozone aggregate. Another sign of recovery has been the steady 
improvement in Greece’s public finances. The country is now running a primary budget surplus (excluding 
interest payments). Including interest payments, Greece is still running a budget deficit but the deficit is on a 
downward trend. However, gross debt as a share of GDP will probably continue to rise over the next few years 
or at least until it is offset by nominal GDP growth. This highlights the importance of a growing economy in 
stabilising public finances and reducing the need for austerity.  

 
Remaining periphery also improving 
Ireland is making great progress and is expected to end its formal bailout programme soon, but it still has a 
deficit of over 4% of GDP which needs to be addressed. Portugal has slipped back slightly in the last year, while 
Spain has also struggled to make much progress due to having to recapitalise some of its banks. Spain is 
estimated to have reduced its deficit from 9.6% of GDP in 2011 to 6.7% of GDP in 2013. Meanwhile, Italy, which 
is running a primary surplus, has seen its overall deficit widen in the past 12 months. Nonetheless, authorities 
recently raised the VAT rate in order to make up the shortfall, which it should do by the middle of 2014. It is worth 
bearing in mind that most of these member states have been in a significant recession for the better part of two 
years. As they stabilise their economies and begin to grow again, the improvement in their public finances should 
resume.  
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Europe’s recovery is likely to progress in a quiet and timid fashion. We continue to forecast the core, export-
orientated member states to outperform peripheral Europe, although the likes of Greece and Ireland are making 
very good progress. Portugal, Italy and Spain need to do more on fiscal and structural reforms, and combined 
with the uncertainty that the ECB’s asset quality review brings, 2014 is set to be another challenging year. 
Nevertheless, a resumption of growth will aid the healing process for the region as a whole.  
 

Chinese credit – tightening but not crunching 
 
Markets are perhaps overly jittery about the recent spike in interbank rates. The jump in rates is way below the 
magnitude of its scarier June sibling, and weaker than the movements seen quite frequently in the first half of the 
year. However, the central bank’s language, and action in raising rates, does suggest a preference for a 
tightening of credit conditions in coming months. 
 
China saw a rebound in growth in the third quarter, with the economy expanding 7.8% year on year, largely 
owing to the mini-stimulus and fine-tuning measures enacted by Beijing in response to the second quarter’s 
slowdown. The rebound seemed fairly broadly based, although again investment-led, with only exports 
detracting from an improved performance across the board. Exports remained weak in September with both the 
year-on-year and month-on-month figures indicating a contraction in growth. The slowdown in exports is partly 
as a result of the false invoicing halted earlier this year but even accounting for this effect, estimates are that 
they grew at about 2-3% year on year, which reflects some genuine weakness. On a more positive note, imports 
have been stronger, suggesting resilient domestic demand (although part of this may just reflect higher 
commodity prices). 

 
The EM export recovery – where is it? 
Based on historical evidence, we would typically expect a developed market (DM) recovery to lead to a similar 
pick up in EM exports. Indeed, this is what we are now seeing, to an extent. The effect so far though appears to 
be quite small, and it has been suggested that perhaps this time round, the recovery in DM is less import-
intensive than before. Japan’s recovery has been driven by a weaker currency, hurting imports and Europe has 
spent nearly four years trying to make every member state run a current account surplus.  
 
EM export fortunes are very trade partner dependent, so it is important to look at the trade relationships between 
EMs and their main DM partners. The region which is currently enjoying the beginnings of an export recovery, 
Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), appears to be benefiting from demand for manufactured goods in Europe 
(particularly Germany) while in Latin America (LatAm), which is also showing signs of a rebound in export 
performance, the picture is more mixed because the region relies on a combination of EU, Chinese and US 
demand. For the ASEAN countries we see some evidence that Japan’s recovery has provided less of a boost 
that might be expected, because of the weaker yen’s effect on imports.  
 
Looking ahead, it seems likely that CEE and possibly LatAm, will continue to see strong exports provided the EU 
and US respectively can continue to grow. Consequently, recent softer data from the US should be a cause for 
concern, especially in Latin America. Additionally, we expect Chinese commodity demand to continue its 
downward trend as the stimulus effects fade, which may negatively affect LatAm performance. In general, it 
looks very much as though the US recovery is benefiting EM exporters, while countries exporting to the EU need 
to focus on plugging into the industrial production line. Countries dependent on Japanese demand face much 
more of a struggle – the ASEAN countries may need to find alternative markets from without or within. 

 
Talking Economics is based on Schroders Economic and Strategy Viewpoint, produced by the 
Schroders Economics Team: Keith Wade, Chief Economist, Azad Zangana, European Economist, 
and Craig Botham, Emerging Markets Economist. 
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Important Information:  
The views and opinions contained herein are those of Schroders Economics Team, and may not necessarily represent 
views expressed or reflected in other Schroders communications, strategies or funds. For professional investors and 
advisers only. This document is not suitable for retail clients. 

This document is intended to be for information purposes only and it is not intended as promotional material in any respect. The 
material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The material is not intended to 
provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. Information herein is 
believed to be reliable but Schroder Investment Management Ltd (Schroders) does not warrant its completeness or accuracy. No 
responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact or opinion. This does not exclude or restrict any duty or liability that Schroders has 
to its customers under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended from time to time) or any other regulatory system. 
Schroders has expressed its own views and opinions in this document and these may change. Reliance should not be placed on 
the views and information in the document when taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions. Issued by Schroder 
Investment Management Limited, 31 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7QA. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority. 


